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PREMIUM WHISKEY & FOOD

PREMIUM WHISKEYS

DUBLI N GUI DES

QUALITY IRISH FOOD

You will taste only the highest
quality Irish whiskeys.

Our guides are all Dubliners &
love to share the citys stories.

We provide only quality Irish
cheese, fruit and chocolates

"THE LIGHT MUSIC OF WHISKEY
FALLING INTO GLASSES MADE
AN AGREEABLE INTERLUDE.”

JAMES JOYCE

W E L C O M E

Dublin Whiskey Tours have been providing
whiskey experiences to our guests from all
over the world for over 7 years. We are the
highest rated whiskey experience on
Tripadvisor and have welcomed over 8000
guests to our beautiful city beside the sea.
We believe in providing only the very best for
you. On your Premium Whiskey & Food
Experience, you will enjoy the highest quality
Irish whiskeys and delicious Irish food. All of
our ingredients have been handpicked to give
you a taste of Ireland from the past to the
present.
We will visit and enjoy Victorian bars,
traditional Dublin pubs and some modern
whiskey establishments. You will also get to
enjoy decades of whiskey knowledge, Dublin
humour and a warm and friendly welcome.
It's a perfect recipe for a perfect tour.

Sláinte
Andrew Rooney

Clicking this button will lead you
to our booking website.

BOOK NOW FROM €45

“AN IRISHMAN IS LINED WITH
COPPER, & BEER CORRODES IT.
WHISKEY POLISHES THE COPPER
& IS THE SAVING OF HIM.”

MARK TWAIN

T H E

T O U R

WHERE DO WE GO AND WHAT DO WE DO?

Arriving at The Lincolns Inn for your
Deluxe Whiskey & Food Experience you
will be met by your expert whiskey guide.
After
getting
to
know
your
tour
companions you will hear interesting tales
of ancient monks & modern alchemists.
We will be sampling 3 styles of Irish
cheese with organic fruits, handmade
crackers and delicious Irish chocolates.
We have chosen our whiskeys to bring out
the hidden flavours in both our food
choices and in the liquid itself. We will
explain what is happening to your senses
as you experience one mouth-watering
feeling after another.
After enjoying your whiskey & food pairing
we will visit The Palace Bar, a Victorian bar
with a style and atmosphere that will
make you feel like you have stepped back
in time. Here you will experience another
two Irish whiskeys while listening to tales
of old Dublin and its amazing whiskey
history.
When the experience is winding down feel
free to ask your guide anything you need
to know about Dublin. All of our guides
have a wealth of knowledge about the
great places to visit and activities to do
while here in our beautiful city by the sea.
After your experience, you are free to stay
in these beautiful surroundings and enjoy
a relaxing drink with your new friends or
you can enjoy the bustling Dublin streets
that have made people feel welcome for
hundreds of years.

"WORK IS THE CURSE OF THE
DRINKING CLASSES"

OSCAR WILDE

OUR WHISKEYS
WHAT WHISKEYS WILL YOU TRY?

BUSHMILLS BLACK BUSH
With an intriguing flavour and a name to match,
this is special blend. It combines a uniquely high
proportion of malt whiskey matured in former
Oloroso Sherry casks with a sweet, batch-distilled
grain whiskey. This unique recipe gives Black Bush
its rich fruity notes and deep intense character,
balanced by a unique smoothness.

W R I T E R S

T E A R S

Writers Tears contains a mixture of single malt
and single pot still Irish whiskey. The name is a
nod to all the Irish writers that have called Ireland
their home. This whiskey contains no grain
whiskey so is a blended whiskey unique to Ireland.

TEELING SINGLE GRAIN
The third whiskey on your experience is a 100%
single grain whiskey that has been partly matured
in Californian red wine barrels. This whiskey is one
of the most unique whiskeys on the Irish market
and is best enjoyed with a little water to open up
its subtle flavours.

GREEN SPOT POT STILL
Green Spot is a 100% pure pot still whiskey that
can trace its roots to the early 1900s when
Jameson sold whiskey to Dubin wine merchants
Mitchell & Son. Pot still whiskey is unique to
Ireland and contains malted and unmalted barley
which adds a beautiful hint of spice and a creamy
texture.

K N A P P O Q U E

1 2

Knappogue Castle 12 is a single malt whiskey that
has been aged in ex-Bourbon barrels. 12 years of
ageing has mellowed the malt whiskey and added
some complex flavours that will surprise and
delight in equal measure.

"WORK IS THE CURSE OF THE
DRINKING CLASSES"

OSCAR WILDE

FOOD SELECTION
WHERE DO WE SOURCE OUR FOOD?

IRISH ARTISAN CHEESE
You will sample some great Irish artisan cheeses
such as Coolea from Co. Clare and Cais na Tire
from Co.Tipperary. Neither too strong to overpower
our whiskey or too light to not influence the spirits
in your glass.
Our cheeses are made from cows and sheep's
milk, from animals which have been grass-fed. All
of the cheeses we have selected are paired
perfectly with our deluxe whiskey selection. They
are sourced by Sheridan's Cheesemongers Dublin's premium cheese shop who only stock the
highest quality Irish produce.

HANDMADE CHOCOLATES
Our chocolate is handmade at The Proper
Chocolate Company - their chocolate is usually
over 70% cocoa content, hand tempered and is
always sourced using the bean to bar philosophy.
This means each batch is unique and also helps
the cocoa growers who grow the beans to get a
decent price for their beans.
The high cocoa content and hand roasting process
reveal hidden elements in the cocoa bean, which
will cause a taste explosion when paired with our
whiskey choices.

C R A C K E R

&

F R U I T S

Select fruits can bring out hidden flavours in Irish
whiskey due to the acidity inherent in our fruits
selection. If you have never paired fruit and
whiskey you are in for a great tasting experience.
Our cracker selection was picked to add texture
and additional flavours during each cheese and
whiskey pairing. They are Rye & Linseed and Mixed
seed crackers. They are made by Sheridan's
Cheesemongers and use stone-ground unbleached
white and rye flour.

/dublinwhiskeytours @whiskeyinabar

"I AM A DRINKER WITH
WRITING PROBLEMS.”

BRENDAN BEHAN

WHISKEY BARS
WHAT WHISKEY BARS DO WE VISIT?

L I N C O L N ' S

I N N

The Lincoln's Inn is where you will enjoy
your first Irish whiskeys. It is a beautifully
restored Victorian bar with a style and
atmosphere unique to Dublin city.

Address - 19 Lincoln Place, Dublin 1

BOWES

WHISKEY

BAR

Bowes Whiskey Bar is nestled down a
side street off D’Olier Street. Hard to find,
but this hidden gem is worth every step.
The owner Patsy and his excellent staff
reside over one of the best whiskey
selections in the country.
Address - 31 Fleet St, Dublin 2

T H E

P A L A C E

B A R

The Palace Bar is the original whiskey bar
in Dublin. Opened in 1832 and still going
strong. Up the stairs in the Whiskey
Palace is where you can enjoy rare and
hard to find Irish whiskeys.

Address - 21 Fleet St, Dublin 2

"I AM A DRINKER WITH
WRITING PROBLEMS.”

BRENDAN BEHAN

THINGS TO KNOW
OUR TOP DUBLIN SUGGESTIONS

BUYING WHISKEY IN IRELAND
Buying whiskey after your whiskey experience could
not be easier. We have 3 whiskey shops right in the
centre of Dublin. James Foxes - Mulligan Whiskey
and The Celtic Whiskey Shop are close to our last
whiskey bar. If you want the easiest option than
Dublin airport has an amazing selection of Irish
whiskey to purchase before getting on the plane.

DINING OUT IN DUBLIN
All our guides are Dubliner's, so feel free to ask for
a great restaurant recommendation. We have two
amazing restaurants close to our main venues - The
Pigs Ear and Boxty Gallaghers. Both serve great Irish
food fresh from the farm. The only difference is the
style of the venue - one has rustic charm while the
other is elegant and stylish.

SNUGS - DUBLIN'S PRIVATE BARS
One of Dublin's many charms is its snugs. A snug is
a private room inside a bar where you have a small
room all to yourself to enjoy your time in Dublin.
Two of our whiskey bars have great snugs - Bowes
Lounge and The Palace Bar. Just ask the staff if
they are free and then you can feel like a real
Dubliner while enjoying a tasty dram in peace.

P U B

O P E N I N G

H O U R S

Dublin pubs are world-renowned as places of
conversation and fun. Ask your guide for their
favourite Dublin pub recommendation.
MONDAY – THURSDAY: 10.30am – 11.30pm
FRIDAY & SATURDAY: 10.30am – 11.30pm
SUNDAY: 12.30pm – 11.00pm

V I S I T

A

D I S T I L L E R Y

Dublin has 4 working whiskey distilleries. You can
visit one or all of them while in Dublin as they are
close to one another. Teeling Distillery is the oldest
and most visited, followed by
Pearse Lyons @whiskeyinabar
Liberties Distillery - Roe & Co which are all close to
the Guinness Storehouse.
/dublinwhiskeytours

"I AM A DRINKER WITH
WRITING PROBLEMS.”

BRENDAN BEHAN

OUR REVIEWS
OVER 4 YEARS OF 5 STAR REVIEWS

"We learned about different styles of Irish
whiskey, the history of Irish whiskey, the
process for making whiskey and about
different Irish whisky distillers. The BEST
thing we learned was that you could pair
whiskey with cheese and chocolate!."
Glenna H - Tripadvisor * * * * *

"This was a great way to learn about the
different brands of whiskey and added an
extra level to the the tasting experience.
The pairing with the different cheeses
was an eyeopener for me. Enjoyable and
great fun."
Richard - Tripadvisor * * * * *

"There were five of us on the tour which
made it very special! The large tours you
may get lost in the shuffle but not on this
one! The whiskey was great & so were the
cheese and chocolate! Try it when in
Dublin!"
Vition FL - Tripadvisor * * * * *

"I learned a lot about whiskey, got to see two
very cool bars, taste 5 high quality whiskeys,
and eat some delicious cheeses and
chocolates. Really can't go wrong with that
combo."

Zoe B - Tripadvisor * * * * *

Get in touch with Dublin Whiskey Tours by
phone, email or on our social media channels.
phone - +353863148977
email - dublinwhiskeytours@gmail.com

Tour Starts - The Lincolns Inn - 19 Lincoln Place, Dublin 2

BOOK NOW

